The Sports Page
If you are not interested in receiving The Sports Page in the future just drop me a reply and I’ll take you off the emailing list. If
you’d rather get it at a different address let me know. If you know another McCoy Softball player, past or present, who would
like The Sports Page tell ‘em to shoot me their email address.

The Cowboys
Due to the vast amounts of rain over the past couple of days, the Cowboy game was cancelled
Wednesday night. We might end up with a doubleheader on 10/27 to make up the two rainouts we’ve
had. Stay tuned to this station for late breaking developments.
A Challenge
How many times have you read The Sports Page and laughed at a player’s nickname. On the other
hand, how many times have you groaned when you read a nickname and thought, “Good grief. I know
I could do better than that.” Well, here’s your chance.
If you have a good nickname for somebody or for yourself, just shoot me an email. I have a master
list of nicknames and if your suggestion isn’t already on the list yours gets added. If your suggestion
gets used you’ll get mentioned as a footnote in The Sports Page.
Hold it! There are a few things to mention before you start typing feverishly. Be nice. I won’t be
using any nicknames that are mean to the person you are nicknaming. No cussing, or sexual innuendo
or that sort of thing will be used. My Mom reads The Sports Page, so don’t send anything that you
wouldn’t mind your mother reading. Funny is good, witty is better and puns are best. (Okay, that’s a
judgement call…) On the other hand, if John Doe sends me one that says John “The Mighty and All
Powerful Softball Animal of the Universe” Doe, I ain’t using it. It would only be funny because we’d be
laughing at John. If you send me one and I don’t get it and you explain it and I still don’t get it, I can’t
use it. Somebody’s gotta make the call.
Enjoy…
Scouting Report
The Jets play Reece Supply next. Reece put up only a decent fight against With Ourselves last
week and we beat With Ourselves 13-2 last season. Still, we need to be ready to hit against any
unknown team.
Our next Dirty Dozen opponent will be The Crew. We’ve never seen them and we don’t know what
the standings are so bring your sticks and let’s plan on hitting.
Next Wednesday The Cowboys play against Alternative Health. We beat Alternative 16-4 in the
fifth game of the Spring season, back on 4/21, on Field A. You remember, they were chiropractors and
they had spinal columns screen printed on the backs or their black shirts. They seem the be the same
old team from last season. I don’t expect any surprises, but you never know.
Upcoming Events
Laurie “Doctor” Zienko has a birthday on 10/17.
Next Game Times
Friday
10/01/99 at Lucky Shoals
JT 7:00 - 5 vs. Reece Supply
Monday
10/4/99 at Bethesda
DZ 8:30 - 9 vs. The Crew
Wednesday 10/6/99

at Briscoe

CB 8:00 - B vs. Alternative Health
Wednesday 10/27/99 at Briscoe
CB 7:00 - B vs. S&C Diamond Kings (rain makeup from 8/25)
How to get us
If you need to ask about league fees or if you must miss a game, call Tim a few days before the
game at (770) 978-3799 and leave a message.
If you need Game Times or stats information call Rocky at (770) 465-0274 or just reply to The Sports
Page via email.
As always…
We miss you, Blue.
McCoy Softball stats and directions to the parks and stuff can be found at:
http://userwww.service.emory.edu/~dmcco01/Softball

